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Abstract

Three decades of standard-setting research has yielded a rich array of more than

fifty standard-setting procedures. When turning to this wealth of literature for

methodological guidance, however, practitioners are likely to be confused as to which

procedure to follow. By synthesizing the accumulated research on standard setting and

progress monitoring, this study proposes a three-dimensional taxonomy for

conceptualizing and operationalizing the various procedures: outcome vs. growth

assessment, theory-driven vs. data-driven approach, and observed-scale vs. latent-scale

mapping. An empirical study is reported to illustrate how these various approaches can

be implemented to meet the accountability challenge in the No Child Left Behind era.

Consistency analysis of twelve illustrative standard-setting procedures reveals vastly

disparate pass/fail decisions among different procedures, even within the same

conceptual framework or mapping operation. Particularly disturbing is the finding that

the passing rate may jump from as low as 29% to as high as 79%, depending on whether

the standard is mapped to the observed-score scale or the latent-score scale. Implications

and future directions for policy makers, school officials, and psychometricians are

discussed.
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Standards-Based Accountability Reform

Historical Perspective on Education Reform

In the U.S. history of education, the ideology of education reform, standards,

and accountability goes a long way back. Starting as early as the Committee of Ten in

the late 1800s, the National Defense Education Act in the 1950s, the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965, to the more recent A Nation at Risk of 1983, the

America 2000 of 1991, the Goals 2000 of 1994, all the way down to the No Child Left

Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001, the American education history is replete with admirable

pursuits for better education for all (Horn, Jr., 2002; Vinovskis, 1996).

What makes the NCLB Act an unprecedented reform endeavor, however, is its

forceful provisions on using state-mandated testing to hold schools accountable for

helping their students attain prescribed standards and attach high-stakes consequences

to the outcomes of closing achievement gaps (The White House, 2001). According to

Secretary of Education Rod Paige (2003), "this is a very tough law.... There are

consequences for inaction, and visibility for performance" (Education USA, 2003).

Another unique feature of this NCLB Act is its ambitious goal to bring all

children, irregardless of their race, class, or disability status, to the same rigorous

standards within a given period of time. In the Executive Summary of the NCLB Act,

it states, "These systems must be based on challenging State standards in reading and

mathematics, annual testing for all students in grades 3-8, and annual statewide

progress objectives ensuring that all groups of students reach proficiency within 12

years."

4
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Although these reform endeavors were mostly contextualized in elementary and

secondary education, they have exerted far-reaching impacts on both preschool and

higher education. To illustrate, the Ohio Legislature (1997) passed a bill that mandated

early childhood programs administered by the State to use a standardized assessment

system as a common tool for comparing and tracking student achievement (cited in

Brown, Johnson, Pretti-Frontczak, & Kowalski, 2001, p. 1). Another estimated

fourteen States and the District of Columbia have implemented pre-kindergarten

standards and accountability systems (Costello & Zarowin, 2002). Such evaluation

efforts, starting as early as the preschool level, are critical not only for improving

program quality (Gilliam & Zig ler, 2001) but also ensuring that school children are

provided with a solid head start in their life-long learning journey (Shepard, Kagan, &

Wurtz , 1998). The cumulative impacts of the various reform movements have also

reached higher education as well as non-education disciplines such as medicine (Searle,

2000) and environmental study (Jasanoff, 1998).

Central to this most recent wave of accountability movement is the endorsement

of rigorous research on providing credible evidence of program accountability in

helping all children meet "challenging content and performance standards" and in

making reward/sanction decisions based on "adequate yearly progress (AYP)" (US

Department of Education, 2002). According to this law, the States must develop at

least three levels of exit performance standards toward the target content standards:

partially proficient, proficient, advanced; and the ultimate goal is to help all children

attain at least the proficient level by the time they exit their programs. In order to

reach that ultimate goal, the States must monitor the yearly progress of low-performing

5
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students in order to ensure that they are making continuous and substantial progress

toward the exit performance standards within an appropriate time frame.

Current Issues of the New Accountability Movement

Although stakeholders generally applaud the noble goal of leaving no child

behind in their schooling journey, the implementation of the NCLB Act has met with

much confusion, skepticism, disgruntlement, and even opposition (e.g., Amrein &

Berliner, 2002; Burd, 2002; Center on Education Policy, 2003; Kucerick, 2002;

McNeil, 2000; Olson, 2002; Shepard, 2002-2003). Some of the debates center on the

consequential validity of the standards-based reform. For example, Darling-Hammond

(1997) argued that standards should be used as "guideposts" to mobilize system

resources, rather than "straitjackets" to punish students and schools (p. 213). Others

questioned the validity of the testing instruments used to assess student achievement

and school effectiveness. As Sternberg (2003) puts it, "... the current emphasis on

narrow accountability may inadvertently straitjacket teachers and schools in what and

how they teach, and implicitly devalue wisdom and the responsibility that is

concomitant with it because these values are not measured on the tests" (p. 5). Still

others confront the ideological dimensions of searching for social justice by holding

students of all races and classes to the same rigorous standards. Leonardo (2003), for

example, questioned whether the reform process is "democratic in nature" by holding

schools accountable without hearing voices from disadvantaged groups or addressing

larger structural issues (p. 40).

6
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Summarizing the past five decades of accumulated evidence on high-stakes

testing, Linn (2000) concludes that "the unintended negative consequences of the high-

stakes accountability uses often outweigh the intended positive effects" (p.14), a view

shared and reinforced by a more recent and comprehensive study by Jones, Jones, and

Hargrove (2003, p. 172). The American Evaluation Association (2002) even issued a

position statement that unequivocally downplays "the use of tests as the sole or primary

criterion for making decisions with serious negative consequences for students,

educators, and schools." This position statement clearly runs counter to the NCLB Act

because the mandated state assessment is being used as the "primary criterion" for

making decisions that may carry "serious negative effects" for all constituents involved.

While accountability-driven assessment continues to be a dominant theme in the

public dialogue among policy makers and evaluation researchers, state officials and

school administrators are facing the formidable task of solving the puzzle on their own.

At least three issues related to standard setting have been raised: lack of

methodological guidance, controversies in standard-setting procedures, and narrow

focus on student outcome assessment.

Lack of methodological guidance. Much of the chaos in the accountability

movement is associated with the lack of methodological guidance on how to set passing

performance standards, both for the content knowledge proficiency at the student level,

and for the Adequate Yearly Progress at the school level as mandated by the Act.

To answer the question: "How good is good enough?" (National Council on

Educational Standards and Testing, 1992, cited in Shriner & Ysseldyke, 1994), over

two decades of standard-setting research has yielded more than fifty standard-setting
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procedures. An up-to-date synthesis on the different standard-setting procedures

available can be found in Zieky (2001). Included in this body of literature are the

original Angoff method (Angoff, 1977) and its numerous variants, the Contrasting-

Groups approach (Livingston & Zieky, 1982), the Briefing-Book method (Haertel,

2002), the Bookmark procedure (Mitzel, Lewis, Patz, & Green, 2001), the Generic

Eclectic method (Berk, 1996), the Behavior-Anchoring approach (American College

Testing, 1993), which was later elaborated into the Domain-Score approach (Schulz,

Kolen, & Nicewander, 1999). As Kane (1998) aptly puts it, "we have an

embarrassment of riches" in the large number of available standard-setting procedures

(p. 137).

Unfortunately, other than that the standards must be criterion-referenced, which

is consistent with the criterion-referenced measurement movement in the 1970s and

1980s (Berk, 1980) and still largely embraced by standard-setting researchers well into

the 21st century (Cizek, 2001, p. ix), the States are left on their own to figure out the

complex task of setting performance standards. Existing guidelines on state

assessment (e.g., Malcom, 1993; Shepard, Kagan, & Wurtz, 1998; US Department of

Education, 2003) only provide general principles on setting standards without

prescribing which method to use or detailing how a standard should be set.

This lack of methodological prescription should not be surprising because

numerous researchers have warned of the non-existence of a "true" standard or the

"best" standard-setting procedure. Even the Standards for Educational and

Psychological Testing only delineates that the standard-setting procedure be "clearly

documented" (Standard 4.19, AERA, APA, & NCME, 1999, p. 59).

8
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Controversies in standard-setting procedures. This lack of methodological

guidance for setting standards is further compounded by the many controversies in

standard-setting procedures. The National Assessment of Educational Progress

(NAEP), employing perhaps the most sophisticated standard-setting procedure to date,

reports student performance in three achievement categories: Basic, Proficient, and

Advanced (Hambleton, 1998a; Reckase, 1998). However, its standard-setting

methodology was criticized and widely publicized by the National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) as "fundamentally flawed" because it failed to identify cut scores that

produce consistent results and communicate useful information and reasonable

expectation about student achievement (Pellegrino, Jones, & Mitchell, 1999). This

criticism was quickly refuted by Hambleton et al. (2000) as one that is "not only just

unwarrantedit is simply wrong" (p. 13) and refuting the NAS review as "clearly

failed to produce a trust-worthy and credible evaluation" (p. 13). Aside from the

technical complexity involved in the debate between these two reputable parties, the

sheer sophistication of the scaling procedure used for mapping the performance

standards to the score scales would have proved a big puzzle for practitioners to follow.

Adding another layer of controversy to this debate is Linn, Baker, and

Betebenner's (2002) study that reported a disturbing discrepancy between state

assessment results and NAEP categories in seven out of eleven States. Similar studies

(e.g., Koretz, Barron, Mitchell, & Stecher, 1996) have found large increases in state

assessments over time and small changes in national assessments such as NAEP.

Whether such changes in state assessment scores represent real or superficial changes

in student achievement is of course an intriguing question related to validity (e.g.,

6
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Mehrens, Popham, & Ryan, 1998), but given the dissimilar nature of state vs. national

assessment, it is generally recognized that a defensible external criterion for

establishing the validity of a state assessment may be difficult to come by (Lissitz &

Bourque, 1995, p.21), and therefore caution is needed to consider "the match in the

content between the state and national tests, which can vary substantially over grades"

(Schwarz, Yen, & Schafer, 2001, p. 28) . As Tindal (2000) aptly puts it, "such an

emphasis on concurrent validity results in an endless spiral with no eventual resolution"

(p. 3).

Another controversy in standard-setting literature is how high the bar should be

set. The National Council on Education Standards and Testing (1992) argued for

rigorous standards because "in the absence of demanding content and performance

standards, the United States has gravitated toward having a de facto minimal skills

curriculum. ... Such low expectations shortchange students and ill-serve the country"

(p. 12). But how high is high enough? Some educational measurement literature

endorses 80% as the content mastery cutoff (Mislevy & Bock, 1990, p.1-23). Ebel

(1965) noted that some "percent of 'perfection' usually between 60 and 75 percent was

ordinarily regarded as the minimum passing score" (p. 406). According to Linn, Baker,

and Betebenner (2002), the original House and Senate versions of NCLB set the

school-level AYP targets at one percentage of increase in the number of students

achieving the Proficient level (p. 7). This seemingly modest annual gain was found to

be not only realistically unattainable but also statistically unreliable (p. 12). Using the

Kentucky state assessment data and the standard deviation as guidepost, Kifer (2001)

reported that it would take 17 to 47 years for all the schools to reach the target (p. 86)!
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Where to set this cutoff standard is a highly arbitrary and politically-charged

issue. According to Wiliam (1996), any attempt to define a complex set of

relationships between many variables as a single point necessarily entails a degree of

arbitrariness, requiring the resolution of conflicting priorities. Kane (1994) also warned

us that the tradition of requiring 70% correct is especially arbitrary because we can

easily manipulate item difficulty to raise test scores. According to a disturbing but

unconfirmed report by Morse (2002), "Ohio 'refined' its criteria for calculating low-

performing schools; afterward, the number receiving Fs fell from 760 to 200" (p. 426)!

Perhaps the most disturbing controversy in standard-setting practice is the

consistent finding that each standard-setting procedure produces a different passing

standard, which in turn translates to a different student passing rate (Berk, 1996) and a

different school rating (Olson, 1998). Studies comparing different standard-setting

procedures applied to the same test data invariably yielded incomparable passing

standards and inconsistent classification results (Jaeger, 1989). For example, in a study

that compared three different growth standards, Linn and Baker (1999) found very

different results in reaching the standard. "The most consistent finding from the

research literature on standard setting is that different methods lead to different results"

(National Academy of Education, 1993, p. 24).

Some researchers justified the disparate impact data by claiming that because

different methods place emphasis on different aspects of performance, the discrepancies

arise naturally out of the manifold interpretations that are placed on test results (e.g.,

Hambleton, 1980). Others expressed a more pessimistic view on the lack of

consistency among different standard-setting procedures. As Kifer (2001) puts it, the

.1 1
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States have "idiosyncratic assessments and arbitrary standards to use for growth

targets" and "arbitrary proficiency standards may have been turned into capricious

growth targets" (p. 85).

Narrow focus on student outcome assessment. The above issue of unrealistic

expectation for annual progress brings us to the distinction between two types of

assessment: outcome (or status) assessment and growth (or progress) assessment

(Kifer, 2001, p. 57). Outcome assessment affixes a score that purports to reflect a

person's knowledge at the time of assessment. Growth assessment monitors

differences in achievement over time and describes what has been learned in the

process.

Unfortunately, the methodology for studying growth has received very little

attention in the standard-setting literature, probably because the NCLB Act focuses on

content mastery rather than individual growth. The AYP refers to the progress of

schools in increasing the number of students reaching the static outcome standard. As

such, the AYP is only a progress measure of school effectiveness capitalizing on the

outcome measure of student achievement. Some researchers even go to the extreme of

arguing for the focus on outcomes rather than inputs or processes (Musick, 1997, cited

in Kifer, 2001, p. 30). Most studies that do look at growth are cast at the school level

(i.e., percentages of students achieving the passing standards) rather than the student

level (e.g., Guskey, 1994; Linn, Baker, & Betebenner, 2002; Millman, 1997 Schwarz,

Yen, & Schafer, 2001).

Many researchers have argued against such narrow focus on student outcome

assessment. Camilli, Cizek, and Lugg (2001) contends that "a broader

9
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conceptualization of performance standards validation suggests assessments that are

even more focused, more individualized, and more consequential for individual

students" (p. 470). Popham (1999) also expressed concerns over the preoccupation of

large-scale assessment with accountability and too little attention on instruction. He

argued convincingly that

According to Aristotle, the most repugnant metaphysical evil is

"unactualized potency"that is, the failure of an entity to

achieve its inherent potential. Because I am certain that our

children can be learning more effectively, I am metaphysically

miffed that large scale assessment is doing so little to foster

improved educational quality" (Popham, 1999, p. 14).

This redirection of standards-based reforms toward individual student growth

has found many voices in recent accountability literature. Yen and Henderson (2002)

argued for the use of large-scale state assessments in making instructional decisions for

individual students. Buly and Valencia (2002) found distinctive and multifaceted

patterns of student's reading abilities that require dramatically different instructional

emphases. Darling-Hammond (1997) pointed out the importance of building the

feedback mechanism to identify needs and progress and to provide internal self-

correctives that support continual improvement (p. 222 and p. 245). Shepard, Kagan,

and Wurtz, (1998) recommended that procedures be put in place to monitor student

progress using instructionally relevant assessments (p. 31). Linn, Baker, and
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Betenenner (2002) proposed using "index scores" to monitor individual student

progress that would recognize all students' progress rather than only those who are at

the borderline of passing the standard (p. 15). In fact, an entire session in the 2003

AERA/NCME annual meeting was devoted to "value-added approach to school

accountability" that owes much of its development to Sanders, Saxton, & Horn's study

(1997) which describes changing performance of the same individuals over time after

adjusting for differences in background variables such as social-economic status and

school resources.

In summary, when one turns to the standard-setting literature for guidance, he or

she is likely to be appalled by the large array of standard-setting methods, confused by

the continuous debate on the "golden standard" for standard-setting, and yet at the same

disappointed by the narrow conception of outcome performance. Most standard-

setting methods to date operate within the criterion-referenced framework using the

number-correct raw score or linearly derived normative score without taking into

consideration either the standard error of measurement or the learning progress from

entry to exit. A systematic investigation of the various standard-setting methods cast in

the enlarged perspective of "educative assessment" (Wiggins, 1998) and how their

conceptual frameworks as well as operational procedures affect the consequences data

seems to be in order.

Purpose and Significance of Study

The purpose of this study is two-fold: (a) to propose a new paradigm for

categorizing the various standard-setting methods that encompasses a broadened

14
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perspective of accountability assessment, and (b) to compare different conceptual

frameworks and standard-mapping procedures on the resulting passing rates for

empirical state assessment data.

To accomplish Purpose (a), this study revisits the standard-setting literature,

summarizes the major findings to date, proposes new methods to complement existing

ones, and describes in detail how each method is operationalized. To accomplish

Purpose (b), we use a potentially high-stakes state assessment dataset to illustrate how

these conceptual frameworks and mapping procedures can be implemented, how

different standard-setting methods affect passing rates, and how to select the procedures

that are most consistent with the intended interpretation as dictated by the policy and

most appropriate as recommended by modern psychometric theory.

The proposed taxonomy of standard-setting procedures operates in three

dimensions: outcome assessment vs. growth assessment; theory-driven approach vs.

data-driven approach; and observed-score mapping vs. latent-score mapping. Within

the general framework of growth assessment, four different conceptualizations of

growth are explored: growth referenced on total domain, growth referenced on entry

score, growth referenced on individual gain, and growth referenced on normative gain.

Furthermore, operational procedures for mapping the performance standard to the

observed-score scale and the latent-score scale for each conceptual framework are

described and compared. For the latent-score mapping procedure, three mapping

procedures are investigated: latent-scale range, cubic regression, and domain score.

Empirical evidence is provided on how these different conceptualizations and

operationalizations of standard setting impact the passing rates of Early Math,
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Language and Literacy, and Social Development at the preschool level. The merits and

limitations of each standard-setting procedure are examined, and the implications for

meeting the NCLB accountability standards are also discussed.

This study provides the much-needed methodological guidance on how to select

the appropriate conceptual framework and mapping procedure for standard setting. It

goes beyond the current narrow focus on criterion-referenced outcome assessment to

include a variety of growth assessments and norm-referenced assessments. The reader

shall be amazed by the richness of the different conceptualizations and

operationalizations available to them, and yet given helpful guidance on how to make

the most sensible selection given the context and purpose of assessment.

This paper revisits the long-standing issue of sensitivity of different standard-

setting methods and the well-documented inconsistency in the impact data. Although

findings of inconsistency are to be expected, particularly when different conceptual

frameworks are involved, the lack of consistency even among different

operationalizations of the same conceptual definition still presents a potential threat to

any validity arguments in high-stakes testing (Haertel, 1999). It should not be

surprising, therefore, that among the set of criteria for evaluating standard-setting

methods, "potential for replicability of the cutscore decision rule" (Plake, 1995, p.8) is

still considered an important evaluation criterion. Hambleton (1980) even goes so far

as to assert that decision consistency is the "acid test" of the worth of the standard

setting procedure.
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Toward a Taxonomy of Standard-Setting Procedures

What is Standard Setting?

Before we proceed any further, a brief statement on some of the key terms used

in this study would be helpful. The standard-setting literature makes the distinction

between content standard and performance standard (e.g., Hambleton, 1998b). A

content standard refers to the strands of knowledge and skills that students are expected

to know and do. A performance standard refers to the level of performance that

students must demonstrate in relation to the content standards. Although standard

setting may refer to setting content or performance standards, it is customary to reserve

this term for setting performance standards only. This study also follows this

convention.

A popular definition of setting performance standards is the identification of one

or more cut points on the score scale representing varying degree of content mastery

and attach a particular performance interpretation to the resulting scores (e.g., Wiliam,

1996). This definition is consistent with the NAEP's "achievement levels" defined by

the National Assessment Governing Board (see Hambleton, 1998b). However, this

definition focuses on content mastery to the exclusion of other conceptions of

performance standards. Another more generic definition is offered by Cizek (1993) as

"the proper following of prescribed, rational system of rules or procedures resulting in

the assignment of a number to differentiate two or more conceivable states or degrees

of performance." This definition affords us a broader conceptual framework for

setting performance setting.

17
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Kane (1994) made the distinction between setting a performance standard and

setting a cut score. A performance standard, defined as the "minimally adequate level

of performance for some purpose" (p. 425), is a written description of the knowledge or

content that students must demonstrate to show that they meet a specified level of

performance. A cut score, defined as "a point on the score scale" (p. 425) that

corresponds to the performance standard, categorizes students into two groups above

and below the cut point. The former refers to the conceptualization of the

performance standard, and the latter to the operationalization of mapping that standard

to the score scale. Although this view is not universally shared by measurement

researchers, we find this distinction helpful in our study because our purpose is to

illustrate how performance standards can be affected by the conceptual definitions and

mapping operations involved in the standard-setting process. According to Kane

(2001), "most standard-setting studies have focused on determining the cut scores

rather than on defining the performance standards" (p. 66). This study examines both

components--defining standards and determining cut scores--in the standard-setting

process.

Classification Schemes

To categorize this large array of different standard-setting procedures, Wiliam

(1996) proposed a two-dimensional classification scheme: one on test-centered vs.

examinee-centered continuum, the other on meaning-oriented vs. consequence-oriented

continuum. The test-centered vs. examinee-centered distinction is similar to the

criterion-referenced vs. norm-referenced distinction and the judgmental vs. empirical
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distinction popular in the measurement field, but as Jaeger (1989), Hambleton (1980)

and others have forcefully argued, all criterion-referenced assessments have a

normative element and all standard-setting procedures are essentially judgmental.

This study uses the theory-driven vs. data-driven distinction because it is consistent

with the long-standing opposing strategies in modeling research, but it is similar to the

test-centered vs. examinee-centered distinction popular in the standard-setting literature.

The meaning-oriented method adjusts the cut score to fit the items, and the

consequence-oriented method adjusts the items to fit the cut score. We did not include

this continuum in our classification scheme because our assumption was that all items

have been carefully developed according to a pre-determined test specification table,

content validity has been established for this carefully assembled test, and therefore

only adjusting the cut score to fit the items would make logical and practical sense.

Kane (2001) suggested adding another dimension holistic vs. analytical to the

classification scheme (p. 62). The holistic method sets standards based on an overall

assessment of complete performances; whereas the analytical method sets standards

based on small chunks of the overall performance as indicators of achievement.

Again, we did not include this continuum in our study because we approached the

taxonomy from a broader perspective and assumed that a certain proficiency level (e.g.,

70% outcome mastery) has been established using one of the procedures recommended

in the literature.

Summarizing and building on the above standard-setting procedures and

classification schemes in the literature, we propose a new taxonomy that envisions a

broader perspective on the various conceptual frameworks for defining performance
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standards and the different operational procedures for translating the performance

standard to a cut point on the score scale. In addition to the theory-driven vs. data-

driven dichotomy, we also propose two other dimensions: outcome vs. growth

assessment, and observed-score vs. latent-score mapping. This set of three-

dimensional dichotomies represents a multi-faceted cube that encompasses all major

standard-setting procedures in accountability research. Each dimension and the pros

and cons associated with each dichotomy are described below.

Conceptual Frameworks: Outcome vs. Growth

Outcome standard. An outcome standard involves status assessment of content

mastery. It is an absolute criterion against which each student's performance at a

particular point in time is compared and evaluated. An outcome standard describes the

level of performance required for a student to enter or exit a program without taking

into consideration process variables such as time. Most familiar standard-setting

procedures such as the Angoff method fall into this category of outcome assessment.

Other less known procedures such as latent-class modeling approach (see below) that

do not take into consideration demographic variables such as ethnicity or contextual

variables such as school resources are also considered outcome assessment. A notable

exception is the Value-Added Assessment proposed by Sanders, Saxton, and Horn

(1997), which computes individual outcome scores by statistically adjusting for various

Opportunity-To-Learn (OTL) variables such as ethnicity and social-economic status.

Whether outcome assessment should adjust for OTL is a highly debated and

politically charged issue in large-scale assessment. On one hand, holding schools

nv
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accountable for reaching the same standards without taking into consideration pre-

existing differences or contextual variables seems to violate the notion of fair

assessment. On the other hand, adjusting for OTL variables, which is equivalent to

adjusting the outcome standard, defies the very purpose of the NCLB Act to bring all

children to the same level of achievement. A few states, e.g., California (Rogosa,

2000), have implemented such an adjustment scheme but have been challenged for its

concession to bringing all students to the same standards and helping them compete in a

global economy (Thum & Bryk, 1997). Alternatively, allowing disadvantaged schools

a longer period of time to reach the same outcome standards appears to be a reasonable

compromise (Linn, Baker, Betebenner, 2002). This brings us to the following topic on

growth standard.

Growth standard. Growth (or gain score) is defined as the difference between

the exit score and the entry score, where entry score refers to the pre-test taken before

program intervention (e.g., beginning of a school year) and exit score refers to the post-

test taken after program intervention (e.g., end of a school year) within a specified

period of time (e.g., a school year). Note that exit score does not necessarily refer to a

terminal test of program intervention (such as a high school graduation test), but it

could refer to any reasonable midpoint assessment during program intervention (such as

a ninth-grade proficiency test). The entry and exit scores used to compute growth can

be observed scores or latent scores, with or without statistical adjustment for OTL

variables.

The methodology for the study of change has been extensively researched in

many disciplines (e.g., Bourque, 1999; Collins & Sayer, 2001; Hess, 2000). As early as
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the 1950s, researchers had been promoting the importance of studying individual

differences in their developmental growth (e.g., Rao, 1958). Numerous studies have

since been produced that expanded on the basic growth curve to include more elaborate

models (see, e.g., Duncan, Duncan, Strycker, Li, & Alpert, 1999; Gottman, 1995; Wang

& Chou, 1996). Ranging from the simplest difference score to the complicated latent

growth modeling coefficient, these studies promote the representation of intraindividual

variability over time in which each individual's developmental trajectory is described

and analyzed (Moskowitz & Hershberger, 2002).

According to the NCLB Act, by Year 2014 all schools must bring all (100%)

children to the proficient level. Although this ambitious goal has been demonstrated to

be highly unrealistic, it does accentuate the importance of growth within a prescribed

period of time. The Act targets at school-level growth, but we must set growth

standards on individual students in order to monitor their yearly progress. This study

describes four conceptual definitions for individual growth: growth referenced on

target domain, growth referenced on entry score, growth referenced on individual gain,

and growth referenced on normative gain.

Growth Referenced on Target Domain. Each individual student's growth is

compared to the target domain, which may be either the total domain (e.g., 100%

content mastery) or the outcome standard (e.g., 70% content mastery). This index

(Exit Entry)! Target computes the percentage of learned knowledge over the target

domain. Note that the NCLB Act sets the target at the outcome standard. This method

compares each individual growth to a fixed target, irregardless of where the student

started. As such, it monitors each student's growth against this fixed target and holds
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everyone to the same standard. This method does not recognize individual differences

at the entry point and may frustrate those who have made significant progress relative

to where they started but still fall short of meeting the outcome standard.

Growth Referenced on Entry Score. Each individual student's growth is

compared to the entry score: (Exit Entry) / Entry . This method evaluates each

individual growth against his or her starting point, irregardless of where they are

supposed to end. As such, it monitors each student's growth against a variable baseline

and adjusts to the varying levels where they started. This method does recognize

individual differences at the entry point and is particularly suitable for encouraging

low-achieving students to grow, but it conveys little information about how they fare in

terms of the final target, and it unfairly penalizes those already high-achieving students

who have little room for growth. An added issue in operation is that when the entry

score is zero, we need to get around the "division-by-zero" problem.

Growth Referenced on Individual Gain. A compromise between the above two

methods is to evaluate observed growth against individual target gain:

(Exit Entry) /(Individual Target Gain). This method evaluates each individual

growth against his or her target gain, taking into consideration both the starting point

and the end target. Individual target gain can be operationalized as either

(Target Entry) or (Target Entry)/(Years to Target) , where Years to Target refers to

the number of years the student is expected to reach the target, assuming a yearly

assessment program. For example, if a 4th grader's entry score is 30, exit score is 40,

target score is 48, and he is expected to reach the target when he exits the 6th grade. His

growth index would be computed as (40 30)/[(48 30)/(6 4)] =1.10. A growth
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index of greater than 1.0 can be considered passing because it means the student is

making expected progress to reach the target standard. It should be noted that this latter

definition most closely parallels the NCLB Act's objective of 100% students reaching

proficiency before a given year. This method monitors each student's growth against a

growth target that is adjusted to the individual starting point. It does not unfairly

penalize low-achievers or high-achievers. An added advantage is that no division-by-

zero problem would be incurred. Note, however, that this method is only appropriate

for students whose exit scores have not reached the target passing standard.

Growth Referenced on Normative Gain. In sharp contrast to the above three

growth assessment methods, which are criterion-referenced in nature, a fourth growth

assessment method is to evaluate individual growth against the normative gain,

computed as the expected gain score based on the regression of exit on entry. As such,

this method is norm-referenced in nature, and how a student performs is compared to

how his or her peers perform in terms of growth. The residual score (i.e., observed

exit score minus predicted exit score) is computed for each student, and generally a

positive residual is considered above the normative expectation and therefore passing,

whereas a negative residual is considered below the normative expectation and

therefore failing.

This above discussion on criterion-referenced vs. norm-referenced assessment

leads us to the second dimension in our classification scheme: theory-driven vs. data-

driven.
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Operational Approaches: Theory-Driven vs. Data-Driven

There are two general approaches used to search for the "best" performance

standard: theory-driven and data-driven. This distinction is well recognized in the

model-fitting literature, particularly the structural equation modeling literature (e.g.,

Byrne, 1998), but is less widely embraced by the standard-setting field (see, however,

Bergan, Bergan, & Feld, 2002).

Theory-driven approach. A theory-driven approach sets the standard based on

a preconceived or rationally-derived judgment of what performance characteristics

must be present in order to be judged as passing the standard. As such, a theory-driven

approach is also called judgmental, rational, or criterion-referenced approach. As

indicated before, most, if not all, of the standard-setting methods documented in the

literature are predominantly theory-driven. Although normative data on item statistics

are often provided to assist in the standard-setting process, the fundamental principle is

still criterion-referenced.

Data-driven approach. A data-driven strategy sets the standard based on

statistical evidence of where the cut score should be without human intervention. Two

notable examples of the data-driven strategy are latent-class modeling and residual-

score analysis. Latent-class modeling is similar to cluster analysis in that they assume

the data come from two or more different populations (e.g., masters vs. nonmasters),

and the task is to find a linear combination of the multiple measures that best

differentiates the groups while minimizing classification error (e.g., Bergan, 1983;

Hagenaars, & McCutcheon, 2002). As such, latent-class models are mathematical

models used to assign students or schools to categories without human judgment. This
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method has not found wide acceptance in the standard-setting area because its purely

data-driven approach is at odds with the criterion-referenced nature imbedded in the

standards-based accountability movement.

Residual-gain analysis computes residual scores by subtracting the predicted

score from the obtained score (e = Y Y ). In essence, what this amounts to is that each

student's gain score is being compared with the norm's average gain. If a student

grows faster than the norm's growth rate, the residual score is positive ( Y Y > 0) and

therefore considered pass; if slower then negative ( Y < 0) and fail.

In sharp contrast to the theory-driven approach above, these data-driven

approaches do not require any human intervention or value judgment. The empirical

and norm-referenced nature of the data-driven strategy clearly raises some concerns.

For example, the very purpose of standards-based accountability is to ensure that all

students can reach the predesignated standards. Put in this perspective, students should

be evaluated on their growth toward the achievement criteria, rather than the average

growth of their peers as in the residual-score analysis. The empirical search for a cut

score that statistically reduces classification error in latent-class modeling also fails to

recognize the criterion-referenced purpose of assessment.

In sum, standards-based accountability assessment calls for a theory-driven,

criterion-referenced approach in the search for the passing standard. A data-driven,

norm-referenced approach is helpful in providing supplementary normative data and

reducing classification error, but it should never replace the theory-driven approach as

the primary search strategy.
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Mapping Procedures: Observed Score vs. Latent Score

As the modem psychometric theory -Item Response Theory (IRT)is gaining

popularity in the measurement field (e.g., Embretson & Reise, 2000; Hambleton &

Swaminathan, 1985), any standard-setting practice must take into consideration the

potential impact of mapping the performance standard to the observed-score scale vs.

the latent-score scale. By calibrating latent ability scores based on observed item

responses, this mapping procedure has been found to be superior than others when

reference must be made to the content domain rather than the specific test items (Bock,

Thissen, & Zimowski, 1996; Hambleton, 1998; Reckase, 1998).

Mapping to the observed-raw-score scale is very straightforward: one simply

multiplies the standard expressed in a percentage to the total score. This applies to both

outcome standard and growth standard. Mapping to a derived score scale, whether it is

linearly or nonlinearly transformed, observed or latent, is a bit tricky, because the "total

score" can be hard to define. To illustrate, on a linearly transformed scale such as

X'= 500 +50[(X je)/Sx], should the total score be defined as three standard

deviations above and below the mean? Or four? If we defined total score as three

standard deviations above and below the mean, the total score would be

[500 + (50 x 3)] [500 (50 x 3)] = 650 350 = 300. If, however, we defined total score

as four standard deviations [500 + (50 x 4)] [500 (50 x 4)] = 700 300 = 400.

The same problem applies to the IRT latent score, which is further compounded

by the nonlinear transformation involved in the scaling procedure and the latent (i.e.,

unobserved) nature of the score scale. In latent-scale mapping, the concept of content

mastery is no longer referenced on the total number of items in a test, but on the
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abstract notion of predicted domain mastery. Three latent-scale mapping approaches

are explored in this study: (a) latent-score-range mapping (i.e., multiplying the mastery

standard to the total latent-score range and adding to the minimum score, e.g.,

[(700 300) x 70%] + 300 = 580); (b) regression-score mapping (finding the predicted

latent score by regressing latent score on raw score using nonlinear cubic-curve fitting;

and (c) domain-score mapping (computing the average of item probability functions or

Test Characteristic Curve, TCC). Of these three methods, the domain-score mapping

is probably the best candidate because it is most consistent with the theoretical and

mathematical assumptions in IRT scaling.

The above discussion serves to illustrate that when mapping the performance

standard to the score scale in order to find the cutoff point, we need to be concerned

with not only what score scale to use (observed vs. latent), but also what mapping

procedure to use for finding the cut score on the latent scale. Different mapping

procedures for the same performance standard operating within the same conceptual

framework using the same operational approach may result in different passing rates

and different accountability interpretations. Before we turn to an empirical study to

illustrate this point, the proposed three-dimensional taxonomy of standard-setting

procedures is summarized in Table 1:
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Table 1

Taxonomy of Standard-Setting Procedures: Conceptual Frameworks, Operational Approaches,

and Mapping Procedures

Theory-Driven Data-Driven

Observed Scale Latent Scale Observed Scale Latent Scale

Outcome - Passing standard
x Total score

- Latent-score range
- Cubic regression
- Domain score

- Value-added
score

- Latent-class
modeling

Growth

- Referenced on
target domain

- Referenced on
entry score

- Referenced on
Individual gain

- Referenced on target
domain

- Referenced on entry
score

- Referenced on
individual gain

- Referenced on
normative gain

- Value-added
score

- Referenced on
normative gain

An Empirical Study

Assessment Data

This study used a longitudinal panel design in which preschool children were

observed at two time points: Autumn 2000 and Spring 2001. Teacher observations of

student performance in Early Math, Language and Literacy, and Social Development

were collected. About 11,000 children in the Autumn of 2000 (the entry point) and

8,600 in the Spring of 2001 (the exit point) participated in the study, but only non-IEP

(Individualized Educational Program or students with special needs) children aged

between four and six with complete entry and exit data were included in the analysis.

The final sample size is 5,636 for Early Math, 5,658 for Language and Literacy, and

5,496 for Social Development. Although this subgroup of the original sample may not

be representative of either the sample or the population, this possible non-

representativeness was deemed inconsequential because the purpose of this empirical

study is to illustrate the various standard-setting procedures and compare their impact
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on the passing rates. No substantive interpretation on the passing rates per se (e.g., a

passing rate of 30% associated with the 70% outcome standard) should be used to infer

how well or how poorly prepared the preschoolers were for subsequently schooling.

The instrument used for data collection is a state-mandated electronic

assessment system in which teachers entered their observational evaluations of student

performance in a checklist (Learned /Not Learned) format. There are 68 items in Early

Math, 68 in Language and Literature, and 65 in Social Development. Both internal and

external evaluations of the technical quality of the instrument have shown high internal

consistency, but validation studies have yielded inconclusive findings (Wang et al.,

2002). Nevertheless, the external review concluded that the dataset was "adequate for

preliminary investigation of program accountability, standard setting, and educational

equity, but no high-stakes decisions should be based on the [data] alone" (p. i).

Standard-Setting Procedures

This study compared twelve standard-setting procedures derived from the

three-dimensional taxonomy described in Table 1. Five conceptual frameworks were

explored: outcome, growth referenced on total, growth referenced on entry, growth

referenced on individual annual gain, and growth referenced on normative gain. Each

of the conceptual framework is mapped onto two scales: raw score and latent score, but

three mapping procedures were used for mapping the outcome standard to the latent

scale: latent-score range, cubic regression, and domain score, resulting in altogether

twelve standard-setting procedures.
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Each standard-setting procedure is examined under the hypothetical outcome

standard of 70% for content mastery at the exit point and the growth standard of 30%

for the growth referenced on total, growth referenced on entry, and growth referenced

on individual annual gain. A residual standard of zero is used for the growth

referenced on normative gain. It is beyond this paper's scope to discuss where and

how these cutoff standards should be set. These hypothetical standards were chosen to

illustrate how different conceptual frameworks and mapping procedures may affect the

dichotomous outcomes, while holding the conception of "satisfactory performance"

constant.

Although the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA,

APA, NCME, 1999) mandates that the standard error of measurement (SEM) around

the cutoff score be reported (Standard 2.14), Phillips (2002) argues that when multiple

attempts are allowed, "lowering the passing standard to adjust for possible error of

measurement has little effect on the negligible number of erroneous diploma denials,

but substantially increases the already significant number of students who pass without

having actually met the required standard" (p. 115). Besides, since substantive

interpretation is discouraged for the purpose of this study, we do not think it would be

necessary to compute the SEM and further complicate the already complicated

evaluation scheme in this study.

Each of the twelve standard-setting procedures are briefly described below:

Standard 1: The total number of items in Early Math is 68, therefore, 68 x70% = 46.
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Standard 2: The latent-score scale has a mean of 500 and standard deviation 50,

yielding a latent-score range of 500 ± 4(50) = 700 300 = 400 and a cut

score of 400 x 70% +300 = 580.

Standard 3: The cubic regression equation is Y = 369.01+9.22X + (.176)X2 +.0016X3.

With an observed cut score of 46, the mapped cut score is

369.01+ 9.22(46) + (.176)(46)2+ .0016(46)3 = 583. See Figure 1 for the

cubic regression plot:

Latent Score

800
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600

500

400

300

rfedi3d'acrP

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Observed Score

Figure 1. Cubic regression plot of latent score on observed score for Early Math.

Standard 4: The Test Characteristic Curve that maps the domain score (expressed as

probability) to the latent standard score is depicted in Figure 2.

The latent standard score corresponding to the .70 domain score is .500,

which translates to 500+50(.5) = 525 on the latent transformed scale.
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Figure 2. Test Characteristics Curve for mapping domain-score outcome standard to

latent standard score scale for Early Math.

Standard 5: Each student's growth (Observed Exit Observed Entry) is compared to

the Observed Entry, and if the growth rate is greater than or equal to the

standard rate (30%) then Pass.

Standard 6: Each student's growth (Observed Exit Observed Entry) is compared to

the Observed Total, and if the growth rate is greater than or equal to the

standard rate (30%) then Pass.

Standard 7: Each student's growth (Observed Exit Observed Entry) is compared to

the expected annual Individual Gain, operationalized as (Observed

Outcome Standard Entry) I (Years to Target), where Observed Outcome

Standard is 68 x 70% = 48 and Years to Target refers to the number of

years the student is expected to reach the target. For example, if a student
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is currently age 4 and expected to reach the outcome standard of 48 by age

6, then Years to Target is: Terminal Grade Current Grade = 6 4 = 2.

A growth index of greater than 1.0 (or 100%) is considered Pass because it

means the student is making expected progress to reach the target outcome

standard.

Standard 8: Each student's gain score is being compared with the norm's average gain.

If a student grows faster than the norm's growth rate, the residual score is

positive and therefore considered Pass; if slower then negative and

therefore Fail.

Standards 9-12: Same as Standards 5-8 in that order, except that Observed is replaced

by Latent.

Table 2

Syntax Rules for Mapping Conceptual Standards and Computing Passing Rates

No.
Conceptual
Framework

Reference
Mapped

Scale

Cut Score Syntax

1 Outcome Total score Observed 68 x 70% = 46 IF Obs. Exit >= 46 THEN
Pass

2 Outcome Latent range Latent 400 x 70% + 300 = 580 IF Latent Exit >= 580 THEN
Pass

3 Outcome Cubic reg. Latent 369.01+ 9.22(46)+ (.176)(46)2 IF Latent Exit >= 583 THEN
+.0016(46)3 = 583 Pass

4 Outcome Domain score Latent 500+50(.5) = 525 IF Latent Exit >= 525 THEN
Pass

Entry Observed 30% growth rate IF (Obs. Exit Obs.
5 Growth Entry)/Obs. Entry >= .30

THEN Pass
6 Growth Total Observed 30% growth rate IF (Obs. Exit Obs. Entry)

/68 >= .30 THEN Pass
Observed 100% annual target gain IF (Obs. Exit Obs.

7 Growth Individual gain Entry)/[(48 Obs. Exit) /(6-
Age)] >= 1.0 THEN Pass

8 Growth Normative gain Observed Residual gain = 0 IF Obs. Residual >= 0
THEN Pass

Latent 30% growth rate IF (Latent Exit Latent
9 Growth Entry Entry)/Latent Entry >= .30

THEN Pass
Latent 30% growth rate IF (Latent Exit Latent

10 Growth Total Entry/400 >= .30 THEN
Pass
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Latent 100% annual target gain IF (Latent Exit Latent
11 Growth Individual Gain Entry)/[(580 Latent

Exit)/(6-Age)] >= 1.0 THEN
Pass

12 Growth Normative gain Latent Residual gain = 0 IF Latent Residual >= 0
THEN Pass

Impact and Consistency Analysis

Two major analyses were performed: impact analysis, which computes the

passing rate associated with each standard-passing procedure; and consistency analysis,

which computes three consistency indices: percentage of agreement, Cohen's Kappa

coefficient, and Cochran's Q test.

According to The Program Evaluation Standards (Joint Committee on

Standards for Educational Evaluation, 1994), a common error in evaluation research is

"interpreting reliability coefficients for measures of continuous variables as evidence of

the reliability of dichotomous decisions (e.g., pass-fail, mastery-nonmastery) based on

these measures" (Standard A6 Reliability Information, p. 155). Although the popular

Cronbach's a is applicable to dichotomous data, it has been shown to be sensitive to

number of items (i.e., procedures in our case) and therefore not appropriate for our

study.

Alternatively, we decided to report the following three consistency indices:

percentage of agreement, Cohen's kappa coefficient and its extension to three or more

ratings, and Cochran's Q-test. The percent-agreement index, which is simply the ratio

of number of students who received the same ratings across different standards (e.g.,

Pass-Pass or Fail-Fail) over the total sample, is widely used in the standard-setting

literature. Such simple measures are easily understood and have much to recommend

as long as their limitations are borne in mind (House, House, & Campbell, 1981).
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The Cohen's kappa coefficient (1960) is an improvement over the simple

percentage of agreement by correcting for chance error in agreement, and the overall

kappa can be used for three or more standards (Landis & Koch, 1977). However,

several studies have addressed the problems associated with the kappa coefficient, such

as how chance should be estimated depends on whether the marginals are free to vary

or fixed (Brennan & Prediger, 1981) and that it fails to take into consideration the

underlying continuous distribution of the nominally dichotomous categories (Hoehler,

2000).

We therefore also report Cochran's Q-test, which test the hypothesis that several

related dichotomous variables have the same mean (i.e., marginal percentages or

passing rates). For example, Method 1 yields 75% passing, Method 2 yields 60%, and

Method 3 yields 50%, and the Q statistic tests the hypothesis that all three methods

yield the same passing rates. The Q-index is a nonparametric test, therefore it is more

suitable for dichotomous data, but by focusing on marginal percentages rather than

individual cases, it is a crude index of consistency and easily yields very large values

and highly significant tests when the sample size is large.

The Kappa coefficient is interpreted the same way as the simple percentage of

agreement, i.e., the larger the coefficient, the more consistent the different standard-

setting procedures. The Q statistic is interpreted as a significance test on residualsthe

larger the Q, the smaller the p, and the less consistent the procedures.
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Results and Discussion

Multivariate Repeated-Measure Analysis

A cursory look at the descriptive statistics reported in Table 3 shows that the

students generally improved from entry to exit, and they performed better on Social

Development than on Language and Literacy, which is in turn better than Early Math.

Table 3

Descriptive Statistics of Entry and Exit scores

Subject Time Observed Score Latent Score
N Mean SD N Mean SD

Early Entry 5636 21.14 12.43 5636 490.89 51.40
Math

Exit 5636 39.51 13.25 5636 558.88 47.17

Language and Entry 5658 27.57 13.94 5658 503.28 47.48
Literacy

Exit 5658 46.45 12.74 5658 565.83 45.10

Social Entry 5496 32.44 15.44 5496 467.77 77.09
Development

Exit 5496 50.29 12.12 5496 563.40 71.71
Note. Number of items in Early Math = 68, Language and Literacy = 68, Social Development = 65.

A closer look at the multivariate repeated-measure analysis generally confirms

the above observations (Table 4): the improvement between entry and exit is both

statistically significant (p < .000) and substantively significant (112= .786 for observed

scale and .776 for latent scale); the performance on the three subject areas also differs

significantly both statistically (p < .000) and substantively (112= .611 for observed scale

and .224 for latent scale). The strong interaction effect between Time and Test for the

latent scale (12 = .287) suggests that the improvement between entry and exit may be

different for the three subject areas.
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Table 4
Multivariate Repeated-Measure Analysis of Variance

Source df Wilks' A F P 12
Observed Scale

TIME 1, 4798 .214 17574.540 .000 .786
TEST 2, 4797 .389 3773.305 .000 .611

TIME x TEST 2, 4797 .987 32.577 .000 .013

Latent Scale
TIME 1, 4798 .224 16647.539 .000 .776

TEST 2, 4797 .776 692.526 .000 .224

TIME x TEST 2, 4797 .713 965.038 .000 .287

Note. N = 4799; TIME = Entry vs. Exit; TEST = Early Math, Language and Literacy, Social Development.

Follow-up tests of contrasts (Table 5) also reveal that pair-wise comparisons

among the three subject areas are both statistically (p < .000) and substantively (ri2

ranging from . 129 to .479) significant.

Table 5
Repeated-Measure Tests of Contrasts between Subject Areas

Source Test df F p 12
Observed Scale

TEST EM vs. LL 1 4417.757 .000 .479
LL vs. SD 1 1285.248 .000 .211

Error EM vs. LL 4798 (100.820)
LL vs. SD 4798 (133.986)

Latent Scale
TEST EM vs. LL 1 713.681 .000 .129

LL vs. SD 1 880.921 .000 .155

Error EM vs. LL 4798 (1341.302)
LL vs. SD 4798 (3902.378)

Note. N = 4799. EM = Early Math, LL = Language and Literacy, SD = Social Development. Values in parentheses
Represent mean square errors.
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Cut Scores and Passing Rates

Using the standard-mapping procedures described in Table 2, we computed the

cut scores and passing rates as shown in Table 6:

Table 6

Cut Scores and Passing Rates for Twelve Standard-Setting Procedures

Standard (Reference, Mapped Scale) Early Math
Language &
Literature

Cut Pass

Social
Development

Cut PassCut Pass

1. Outcome (Total, Observed) 48 29% 48 52% 46 70%

2. Outcome (Total, Latent) 580 32% 580 36% 580 45%

3. Outcome (Reg., Latent) 583 29% 553 61% 520 72%

4. Outcome (Domain Score, Latent) 525 79% 496 95% 471 89%

5. Growth (Entry, Observed) .30 81% .30 77% .30 66%

6. Growth (Total, Observed) .30 40% .30 40% .30 36%

7. Growth (Individual Gain, Observed) 1 23% 1 54% 1 36%

8. Growth (Normative Gain, Observed) 0 48% 0 50% 0 51%

9. Growth (Entry, Latent) .30 8% .30 5% .30 26%

10. Growth (Total, Latent) .30 12% .30 8% .30 31%

11. Growth (Individual Gain, Latent) 1 26% 1 49% 1 26%

12. Growth (Normative Gain, Latent) 0 46% 0 45% 0 47%

The impact data show that very different cut scores and passing rates were

produced depending on how the standard was conceptualized and operationalized. The

passing rates ranged from 8% to 81% for Early Math, 5% to 95% for Language and

Literature, and 26% to 89% for Social Development. In particular, different latent-

scale mapping procedures for the same conceptual standard of Outcome Referenced on

Total (Standards 2, 3, 4) also produced vastly different passing rates, ranging from

29% to 79% for EM, 36% to 95% for LL, and 45% to 89% for SD. Likewise, the same
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conceptual standard also produced vastly different passing rates, depending on whether

the standard was mapped to the observed-score or the latent-score scale. Take Growth

Referenced on Entry for example. The raw-score mapping (Standard 5) for EM

produced 81%, but the latent-score mapping (Standard 9), only 8%. Similar disparities

were found for LL and SD. The only less disturbing comparisons were Growth

Referenced on Individual Gain (Standards 7 and 11), ranging from 23% to 26% for

EM, 54% to 49% for LL, and 36% to 26% for SD, and Growth Referenced on

Normative Growth (Standards 8 and 12), ranging from 48% to 46% for EM, 50% to

45% for LL, and 51% to 47% for SD.

Consistency Analysis

Obviously an omnibus consistency analysis comparing all twelve standards is of

little interest here because very different conceptual definitions and mapping

procedures were involved. We therefore conducted four sets of consistency analysis,

each serving a special purpose for illustration.

The first one compared three totally different conceptual standards: Outcome,

Growth Referenced on Total, which is theory-driven in nature, and Growth Referenced

on Normative Gain, which is data-driven in nature. By computing the consistency

indices separately for the observed and latent scores, this analysis controls for the

mapping scale effect. The results are reported in Table 7.
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Table 7

Consistency Measures Among Different Conceptual Standards: Outcome, Growth

Referenced on Total, and Growth Referenced on Normative Gain

Subject Area Scale Standards Percent Kappa

Early Mathematics Observed 1, 6, 11 62% .46 754.47*

Latent 2, 9, 12 55% .29 2147.28*

Language & Literature Observed 1, 6, 11 59% .45 332.80*

Latent 2, 9, 12 54% .26 2677.24*

Social Development Observed 1, 6, 11 51% .35 1909.26*

Latent 2, 9, 12 62% .47 625.57*

" p < .0005

Not surprisingly, different conceptualizations of standards yielded inconsistent

passing decisions. Although the percentages of agreement range from 51% to 62%,

they become much smaller after corrected for chance (from .26 to .47). All Q statistics

indicate that the inconsistency is significant at p < .0005.

The second set compared three theory-driven growth standards: Growth

Referenced on Entry, Growth Referenced on Total, and Growth Referenced on

Individual Annual Gain. By focusing only on theory-driven growth standards and by

computing the consistency indices separately for the observed and latent scores, this

analysis controls for conceptual frameworks and mapping procedure effects. The

results are reported in Table 8.

4 1
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Table 8

Consistency Measures Among Theory-Driven Growth Standards: Growth Referenced on Entry,

Growth Referenced on Total, and Growth Referenced on Individual Annual Gain.

Subject Area Scale Standards Percent
Kappa

Early Mathematics Observed 5, 6, 7 30% .06 4345.77*

Latent 9, 10, 11 72% .29 1035.75*

Language & Literature Observed 5, 6, 7 49% .30 2242.34*

Latent 9, 10, 11 54% .05 4310.14*

Social Development Observed 5, 6, 7 49% .32 1905.80*

Latent 9, 10, 11 66% .43 91.65*

* p < .0005

Somewhat surprisingly, comparing only theory-driven growth standards did not

improve the consistency in passing decisions. The percentages of agreement are

generally even lower, and some kappa coefficients even dropped to less than 10% of

agreement. The Q statistics are all statistically significant and large in value.

The third set compared the same conceptual standards mapped to different score

scales Observed Scale vs. Latent Scale. This analysis controls for conceptualization of

standards and should in theory yield higher consistency (see Table 9).
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Table 9

Consistency Measures Between Observed-Score and Latent-Score Mapping for

Each Conceptual Standard

Subject Area Standards Percent Kappa

Early Mathematics 1, 2 97% .94 143*

1, 3 100% 1.00 0

1, 4 50% .20 2818*

5, 9 27% .04 4093*

6, 10 72% .35 1528.1*

7, 11 96% .88 163.35*

8, 12 93% .86 24.81*

Language & Literature 1, 2 84% .69 899*

1, 3 92% .83 472*

1, 4 58% .12 2404*

5, 9 28% .03 4062*

6, 10 68% .24 1802*

7, 11 85% .71 129.00*

8, 12 91% .82 144.93*

Social Development 1, 2 75% .52 1371.00*

1, 3 98% .95 122.98*

1, 4 81% .46 1026.00*

5, 9 60% .31 2199.00*

6, 10 91% .79 170.30*

7, 11 75% .43 208.38*

8, 12 95% .89 186.61*

* p < .0005

Table 9 generally shows improved consistency when the conceptual definitions

are fixed at a particular framework. However, some consistency indices are still

disturbingly low, particularly comparisons between Standards 1, 4 and 5, 9. Standards

1 and 4 both refer to outcome standards of 70% content mastery, but Standard 1 is

referenced on the observed scale and Standard 4 on the latent scale using the domain-
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score mapping. What is particularly disturbing is that domain-score mapping is

generally regarded as the best approach to mapping an outcome standard to a latent

domain. However, a consistency measure of Kappa ranging from .12 for Language

and Literacy and .46 for Social Development raises some very serious legal challenges

to school systems that choose one score scale over the other. Referring back to Table

6, the passing rate for Early Math when mapped to the observed scale is only 29%, but

79% when mapped to the latent scale! In other words, the same school would be rated

as Failing when they adopted the traditional observed raw score scale, but they could

easily boost their rating to Passing if they decided to go with the modern latent score

scale, without sweating any reform efforts!

Even if every school decided to map the standards to the latent scale, another

thorny issue remains: different observed-to-latent mapping procedures still yield vastly

inconsistent passing decisions. The last set compared three different latent-scale

mapping methods: Latent Range, Cubic Regression, and Domain Score (Table 10).

Table 10

Consistency Measures Among Different Mapping Procedures for Outcome Standard

Subject Area Percent Kappa

Early Mathematics 50% .33 5364.51*

Language and Literature 42% .16 5002.14*

Social Development 56% .32 3668.36*

* p < .0005
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We can see that the picture does not look any brighter here. Different latent-

scale mapping procedures yielded very inconsistent passing decisions. The Kappa

coefficients reported in Table 10 are generally even worse than those in comparing

observed vs. latent standards (Table 9).

Conclusions and Challenge

Inconsistency of Passing Rates

The current findings confirm previous studies that have shown inconsistency

of passing rates associated with different standards. In Jaeger's (1989) study that

summarized 28 studies on differences in cut scores set by different methods, he found

ratios of the highest standard to the lowest standard to range from 1.00 to 52.00, with a

median value of 1.46 and a average value of 5.30. Hambleton (1978) tried to alleviate

concerns by noting that the different methods of setting cut scores defined minimal

competency in different ways, so differences in results were to be expected. Shepard

(1983), however, pointed out that even though the various methods obviously use

different "operational definitions" (p. 63) of minimal competency, "they do not have

correspondingly different conceptual definitions" (p. 63). Supporting Shepard's

contention, this study has found inconsistency in the same conceptual standard mapped

to different score scales (observed vs. latent) and also when different latent-score

mapping procedures were used for operationalizing the same conceptual standard.

Although this lack of consistency may not be readily interpreted as

unreliability in the traditional psychometric sense, such inconsistency still raises serious
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concerns in standard-setting research, particularly when high-stakes consequences are

to be attached to the assessment results. As Kane (2001) puts it, "an examination of

the coherence of the decision process, and in particular, the consistency among the

purpose and context of the decision, the conception of the achievement being evaluated,

the assessment methods, and the approach to standard setting, does not establish the

validity of the results. But a lack of coherence among the different elements in the

decision process undermines confidence in the decision process as a whole" (p. 63).

Where Do We Go from Here?

Although there are numerous sources of measurement error that may explain the

inconsistent passing rates, many have attributed this inconsistency to the value-laden

process of standard setting. As pointed out by Keller and Zanetti (2000), the standard

is "a reflection of what policy makers consider to be important, and as such cannot exist

in a positivist framework" (p. 8). Kane (1998) also argued that, "to set a standard is to

set a policy, and policies are evaluated in terms of their appropriateness,

reasonableness, consistency, rather than accuracy" (p. 129). This view is also shared by

Cizek (2001): "Standard setting is perhaps the branch of psychometrics that blends

more artistic, political, and cultural ingredients into the mix of its products than any

other" and see it "much less of a technical challenge and much more of a policy

endeavor" (p. 5).

Selecting a conceptual framework that is most consistent with the intended

interpretation of the results, therefore, ultimately lies in the stakeholders and policy

makers. Each conceptual framework for standard setting has its own merits and
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limitations, and users of those standards should be well informed as to when to use

which for whom and for what purpose.

Psychometricians, on the other hand, can play a critical role in assisting with the

selection of an operational procedure for mapping the conceptual standard to the score

scale. This study has shown how mapping to the observed-score scale and mapping to

the latent-score scale can exert profound impact on the passing rates. With some states

using the observed-score scale and others using the latent-score scale, such

inconsistency can make across-the-state comparison extremely unfair and may even be

legally controversial. Even a small passing-rate difference can exert high-stakes

consequences on the individuals or programs being evaluated.

When large-scale standardized achievement testing is largely embraced by

stakeholders both in the US and in the rest of the world (Phelps, 1998, 2000), the No

Child Left Behind Act stands an unprecedented chance of reforming our education as

so many previous reform advocates had tried and failed. The success of this wave of

accountability movement, however, depends to a large extent on how policy makers,

stakeholders, and psychometricians work together to "standardized" the standard-

setting procedure during this chaotic flux of change so that no child or school is

unfairly penalized by the undue process involved when reaching for the worthy goal of

"No Child Left Behind."
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